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Rajiv Vidya Mission, (SSA) A.P., Hyderabad
Summative Assessment Test
Model Paper
Time
: 2½ hrs
Class
: VI
Subject : Social Studies

Name :
Roll No :
Academic Standards

A.S. 1

A.S.2

A.S.3

A.S.4 A.S.5

A.S.6

Overall
Grade

Grades

I.

Answer the following Questions

1. What do you mean by “Gana”? How are they different from the Kingdoms
ruled by kings?
2. Why do you think a farmer selling through Rythu bazars is better than selling
through wholesale shops?
3. How the Konda Reddy tribes are benefitted from forests?
4. Do you think that agriculture is a profitable profession in places like
Salakamcheruvu? If why?
5. Why the distance on ground is indicated with reduced scale in maps?
II.

Read about “Contract farming” in pages no. 62 & 63 in your text book and
answer the following question.
Q. Small farmers are working as labourers during the time of harvesting, why?

III.

A. Project Work: Talk to the vegetable vendors in your area to understand their
work, lively hood and their problems. Prepare a report. (Make all the students
participate in the project work and asses them individually and award grades as
per their performance).
B. Study the figure given in the text book page no. 71 and answer the questions
given below.
Indra is a dry chilly seller. Kattangur is her native village which is
about 50 km from Chouttuppal. In a week she visits four markets and three
big villages to sell dry chillies. Her weekly schedule is given below.
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(Figure from text book page no. 71)
1. Whose weekly schedule is this?
2. On which day does Indra get a holiday?
3. On which day she sell dry chillies in her native village?
4. How many days does she attend markets in a week?
5. Where does she go to sell chillies on Tuesday?
IV. Answer the following Questions
1. How the artisans are taxed by the present government. Is it similar to the times
of Mahajanapadas?
2. Do you think it is necessary for the government to fix a remunerative price for
paddy? Why?
3. Why is it better to borrow from self help group rather than from a money
lender?
V. A. Locate the following Janapadas in the given outline map of India?
a. Magadha

b. Kuru

c. Gandhara d. Anga

e. Panchala

B. Study the map on page no. 20 of your text book and answer the following
questions.
a. Which state lies on the southern boundary of Andhra Pradesh
b. Name the Eastern boundary of Andhra Pradesh
c. Write 2 rock painting sites found nearer to Karnataka?
d. How many boarder states are there for Andhra Pradesh
e. About what does this map tell us?
VI. The tradition of unbiased decision making in Tribal societies is ideal - comment.
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